The Road to the One: CROIG X British Customs’ Mad Max-Themed Custom Motorcycle “Furiosa” En Route to The One Moto Show

Custom motorcycle to be given away for charity will be unveiled at the upcoming One Moto Show.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) February 11, 2016 -- The soon-to-be-given-away CROIG X British Customs Mad Max-Themed custom motorcycle “Furiosa” is en route to The One Moto Show in Portland, OR. The giveaway winner will be announced on March 31st. The process of building Furiosa has been an initiative to raise awareness and donations for Riders for Health, a charity dedicated to saving lives in Africa by delivering medical supplies via motorcycle to communities in need throughout sub-Saharan Africa. The inspiration for the build came from the community, the concept drawings were rendered by Jeremy Lacy of DownShift Studio, the bike itself built by CROIG, and the project powered by British Customs Weekend Projects.

To encourage community involvement and to stress the importance of giving back, Furiosa will be given away as part of British Customs Weekend Projects. Weekend Projects is about helping people reconnect with their past by working with their hands, bonding over shared experiences, and creating something together. BC Weekend Projects is an initiative to bring the community together and giving back to be a part of something greater.

“Putting this build together has meant so much to me and so many others,” stated custom motorcycle builder Andrew Blaschko of Cafe Racers of Instagram. “This build was inspired by the community, and I’m deeply honored to be able to help give back to something greater by raising awareness and donations for such an important cause like Riders for Health.”

Furiosa has been built as a series of eight Weekend Projects by Blaschko, a voice of the motorcycle community. Furiosa started as a stock 2015 Triumph Bonneville, and Blaschko completely customized it with a series of projects designed such that they could each be completed in a weekend afternoon. These projects are categorized by appearance, controls, driveline, handling, lighting, and performance, and each requires only common tools to install. Blaschko has documented the process of the build, and hopes to inspire other community members to personalize their own motorcycles by showing them that a custom motorcycle can be built with common hand tools.

The concept drawings for the motorcycle were created by Jeremy Lacy, the founder of DownShift Studio. Furiosa’s final form features a number of custom parts fabricated by Blaschko which were sketched by Lacy.

“Seeing this build created has been deeply moving to me,” confessed Jeremy Lacy, Furiosa’s designer. “Being able to watch as something you envisioned is created is an incredibly gratifying experience, and one that I hope many people get to share through the Weekend Projects created by this build.”

Furiosa will be fully unveiled at the upcoming One Moto Show in Portland, OR. The One Moto Show is a custom motorcycle show inspired by the community’s love and appreciation for heritage, things with history, and what can be made by hand.

The giveaway is eligible internationally, including residents of Thailand, Australia, and Indonesia. Registrants are encouraged to be a part of something greater by giving back to the community through making a donation.
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